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Data in a Nutshell

• Growing exponentially

• Variety is limitless

• Less than 1% is analyzed

• Two basic types: 

Structured & 

Unstructured

• Three key source types: 

Volunteered, Observed & 

Inferred



Price setting by computers

• Algorithm is a step by step procedure that allows a computer to solve 
a problem

• Many firms use algorithms to set prices on the internet



What Can AI and Machine Learning Do

• infer a classification rule from a training data set 

• make useful predictions on new data



What Do We Mean by Online Collusion

• Regular collusion but in online setting
• Make it easier to observe and change prices

• Makes it easier to monitor

• Gaines from cheating are reduced

• AI learns to collude as distinct from humans
• AI processes different from human learning

• Humans influence design of algorithms
• AI used purposely to create collusion

• AI is agent of human designer



What about hiding in plain sight?

• Ghosal and Sokol (2019) note “Data analytics potentially may make it 
easier to hide cartels because of massive information dumps and 
ability to signal more effectively through tacit collusion or explicitly 
through algorithms.”

• Firms might hide sensitive information in formally public “dumps” 
with the expectation that only rivals will locate and understand it.
• Analyst calls

• Trading with real time, hourly , or daily pricing



What does the literature say about AI 
collusion
• Mehra (2016), Ezrachi & Stucke (2017) among the first

• Interaction of humans and machines may lead to harmful outcomes
• Humans design AI with collusive intent

• Common algorithms as part of hub and spoke conspiracy

• AI may learn to collude over time

• But… collusive outcomes unlikely to be learned (Milgrom & Roberts 1990)
• Computational difficulties (Itoo & Petit 2017; Crandal et al. 2018) 

• Cooperative behavior is unlikely (Schwabe 2018; Kuhn & Tadelis 2018)

• Newer experimental work suggests it is possible (Klein 2018; Calvano et al. 
2018; Salcedo 2018))



AI Collusion – Is it Possible?

• Is it possible?

• Asymmetry between players strongly undermines collusion 

• Lack of transparency undermines collusion 

• Rapid interaction makes collusion easier (mostly) 

• Limits to programming of colluding behavior 

• Reputation and feedback systems that help facilitate trust in online 
platforms difficult to replicate with algorithms (experimental econ lit)

• Lots of other things matter 



AI on Entry and Investment

• AI might help potential entrants find profitsble investment 
opportunities

• AI may make it easier to enter and exit markets (“hit and run entry”)

• AI may change investment and product-positioning incentives



What does this mean for compliance?

• Trust and AI collusion
• May make collusion more (less) likely

• What about AI collusion screens?



Screens

• Can we screen?
• Structural screens: Bajari & Ye (2003); Porter and Zona (1993)

• Behavioral screens: Abrantes-Metz, et al. (2012); Jimenez & Periguero (2012) 

• Can we combine machine learning with big data to make for more 
effective compliance against collusion/market manipulation?
• Price fixing

• Bid rigging

• To train a machine to detect collusion you have to show it what 
collusion looks like and also what non-collusion looks like



What about non price effects?

• Splitting the market (price or territorial restrictions)

• Shill reviews
• Applies marketing IO literature (Anderson & Simester 2014; Lappas et al. 

2016; Luca & Zervas 2016; Mayzlin et al. 2014)



Application of non-price issues to empirical 
screens
• Detect co-movements in prices and reviews

• Detecting punishments directed at a specific firm
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